Helping you see the bigger picture
Eversheds Sutherland’s Brexit Advisory Service
Following the European Union membership referendum in 2016,
the precise nature of the UK’s future relationship with the EU and
the impact on businesses on the island of Ireland is currently unknown.
However there are steps that can be taken to mitigate this uncertainty.

With offices in Belfast and Dublin, we are Ireland’s
only full service international law practice with
an all-island and UK presence. We were awarded
Tier 1 status for our legal advice by The Legal
500, acknowledging our firm as a go-to for Brexit
contingency planning and legal advice, monitoring
of developments, and client and industry
specific briefings.

We offer straightforward, practical
advice in many areas including:

How we can help

––Competition and EU law

Brexit will change the basis on which cross-border
trade takes place. It will likely impact businesses’
supply chains, employees and relationships with
other stakeholders.

––Construction

Our cross-border, multidisciplinary Brexit team is
on hand to help by providing clear, straightforward
and objective advice. We will help you identify
the challenges and opportunities presented by
Brexit and assist in successfully managing and
implementing your plans.

––Dispute resolution and litigation

Areas where we can assist include:

––Food, agri-business and beverage

––Supply chains and supply chain contracts

––Fraud and white collar crime

––People issues

––Health and safety

––Corporate structures to ensure ability
to continue to trade

––Healthcare

––Cross-border trade

––Insurance

––Contracts and dispute resolution provisions

––Intellectual property

––Intellectual property - trademarks

––International trade and Brexit

––Data flows

––Immigration

Advice tailored for your business

––Life sciences

The impact of Brexit on each business will be
different. It will depend, for example, on the sector,
operating model, corporate structure, trading
relationships and workforce profile.

––Planning and environmental

As a full service law practice we advise our clients on
all aspects of the law, which is particularly important
to our clients trying to navigate the complex issues
Brexit presents.

––Aviation
––Asset management and regulation
––Banking and finance
––Company secretarial

––Corporate and commercial
––Data protection
––Education
––Employment
––Energy
––FS regulation and governance

––Insolvency and restructuring

––Pensions and employee benefit
––Public and administrative law
––Procurement and government controls
––Real estate
––Tax
––Technology, media and telecoms

“They provide timely advice,
pragmatic solutions to complex
problems and a willingness to help
us on side issues before we realised
they were coming.”
Chambers Europe

“The team is forward-thinking,
responsive and offers us additional
support, beyond legal advice.
They have an encouraging way
of doing business.”
Chambers Europe

Key contacts
If you would like to discuss the ways in which we can
support your business to put in place the recommended
contingency plans, please contact us.
If you are in Ireland, please contact:

Sean Ryan
Partner, Head of Brexit Group Ireland
+353 1 6644 207
seanryan@eversheds-sutherland.ie

If you are in Northern Ireland, please contact:

Matthew Howse
Partner, Dispute Resolution & Litigation
+44 28 9568 0139
matthewhowse@eversheds-sutherland.ie

For further information
To access our full range of Brexit resources including
articles, podcasts, risk analysis tools and videos, please
visit our dedication Brexit hub at www.evershedssutherland.com/brexit or scan the QR code.

Disclaimer
The information is for guidance purposes only and should not be
regarded as a substitute for taking legal advice.
Data protection and privacy statement
Your information will be held by Eversheds Sutherland. For details
on how we use your personal information, please see our
Data Protection and Privacy Policy.
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Eversheds Sutherland is authorised by InterTradeIreland
to provide Brexit-related advice under its ‘Start to Plan’
voucher scheme. This entitles eligible businesses to
financial support for legal advice.

